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And he was amazed at their unbelief 

 

Ezekiel 2:1–5 

Psalm 123 

2 Corinthians 12:2–10 

Mark 6:1–13 

 

Text: Mark 6:5-6a 

And he could do no deed of power there, except that he laid his hands on a few sick people and 

cured them. And he was amazed at their unbelief. 

 

Introduction 

Paul Kingsnorth, a novelist, essayist, and poet living in Ireland, published an essay this past 

spring that traced his journey from teenaged atheist to worship of the natural world to Buddhism 

and then joining a local wiccan coven to finally coming to Christian faith.  It is a fascinating read 

and reminded me of Francis Thompson’s poem The Hound Of Heaven in that both authors 

describe how Jesus pursued them. 

 

Kingsnorth writes, “in the early spring of 2020, I was reading the autobiography of the Irish 

philosopher John Moriarty … Moriarty’s book is called Nostos—homecoming—and like all his 

work, it is impossible to summarize because it is less a narrative than a myth.  One of its threads, 

though, is how Moriarty gave up on the simple, unconvincing Christianity of his Irish rural youth 

and left for Canada to become an academic, only to become equally disillusioned with the 

empty-can rationalism that characterizes postmodern intellectual culture. Something was 

missing. Was it Ireland? Moriarty threw in his academic career and moved back to the mountains 

of Connacht. He had lost faith in science, in the mind alone of itself, in an age that had 

disinherited its people. But even at home, some part of the jigsaw was missing. 

 

Seeking it, whatever it was, Moriarty crashed into a devastating personal crisis. One day, 

walking in the mountains, he suddenly had a mystical vision that broke his world apart. “In an 

instant,” he wrote, “I was ruined.” He seemed to see into a great abyss in which all of his stories 

were dust: “I had been let through not to a heaven but to a void that was starless and fatherless.” 

For years, he wrote, he had been engaged in “a genuine search for the truth, not merely a 

speakable truth, but a truth I would surrender to.” Now he realized, with a terrible inevitability, 

that there was only one story that could hold what he had seen, only “one prayer that was big 

enough.” He had, he wrote, been “shattered into seeing.” Whether he liked it or not, he had 

become a Christian. 

 

A truth I would surrender to. I put the book down. I didn’t know quite why, but Moriarty’s story 

had shaken me. I realized that I had been searching for years for a truth like that. “How strange!” 

he had written. “Christianity making sense to me!” Somehow, the way he was telling the 

story…was making sense to me too. What was going on? 

 

“The story of Christianity,” wrote Moriarty, “is the story of humanity’s rebellion against God.” I 

had never thought of that ancient, tired religion in this way before, never had reason to, but as I 

did now I could feel something happening—some inner shift, some coming together of 

https://www.firstthings.com/article/2021/06/the-cross-and-the-machine
https://www.poetrynook.com/poem/hound-heaven
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previously scattered parts designed to fit, though I had never known it, into a quiet, unbreakable 

whole.  A truth I would surrender to. What was this abyss inside me, this space that had been 

empty for years, that I had tried to fill with everything from sex to fame to politics to kenshō 

(where data is everything), and why was something chiming in it now like a distant Angelus 

(devotion commemorating the incarnation) across the western sea? 

 

For the thing which I greatly feared is come upon me, 

And that which I was afraid of is come unto me. 

Something was happening to me, and I didn’t like it at all. 

 

1. A truth I would surrender to.  I read much talk in these days of expressive individualism about 

‘your’ truth and ‘my’ truth.  I am not sure that ‘my’ truth is anything I want to surrender to.  A 

truth I would surrender to.  In today’s reading from Mark’s gospel, Jesus now makes his way to 

his home town of Nazareth.  The triumphal progress of Jesus through the recent part of Mark’s 

narrative is impressive; one force after another of wind and water, demonic possession, illness, 

and even death have yielded to his authority.  Forgetting the picture of divided response in 

chapters two and three, we readers may be beginning to feel there is something almost automatic 

about the success of Jesus.  

 

But then Jesus comes home.  It would appear there was some degree of goodwill when he first 

arrives since Jesus is invited to teach in the synagogue; there is some recognition that Jesus is 

now a person of significance.  They are astounded at his teaching—perhaps, as in other places, 

amazed that he teaches as one with authority.  Mark, unlike Luke, tells us nothing of what he 

taught; Mark’s interest is in the response of the people.  “Where did this man get all this?”  Far 

from being impressed by Jesus they were offended by him.  Who does he think he is?  He’s got 

no credentials; he’s just a carpenter from a very average family.   

 

And Jesus was amazed at their unbelief.  One would think that their recalcitrance had to be 

profound for Jesus to be amazed—he is, after all, God come among us.  In other places when 

Jesus healed someone the word spread quickly and soon people were streaming to him seeking 

his help.  But here in his hometown, even though he cured some, Jesus was largely ignored.  Not 

even the prospect of restored health could get their attention.  He was amazed as such unbelief. 

 

“The story of Christianity is the story of humanity’s rebellion against God.”  In the story of the 

bible unbelief is anything but a trivial matter.  We tend to treat beliefs as a matter of personal 

choice; that I get to arrange my spiritual furniture as I wish.  Unbelief isn’t treated this way by 

Jesus.  It is disdain for God; it is rebellion against him.  It is to ignore God though he is among us 

and comes to us. 

 

Consider another excerpt from Kingsnorth testimony: “… there were two distinct flavors of 

Christianity, both of which I tried to avoid.  One was the fusty old Church of England variety. 

You would see this if you had to go to a wedding or a funeral, or when a vicar was invited to 

give a sermon at school. The vicar would be a slightly Victorian figure, an older man almost 

dainty in his manners, trying his best to speak in a dying tongue to a generation of kids more 

interested in their ZX Spectrums. The Victorian vicar would hand out morality lessons from a 
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man who had lived two thousand years ago and whose core imagery might as well have been 

from Mars: wine presses, fishing boats, vineyards, masters and servants, virgins.  

 

The second flavor was the trendy vicar. Unlike his predecessor, the trendy vicar was plugged 

into the spirit of the age. He knew that instead of bicycling to Holy Communion through the 

morning mist, we were watching The Young Ones and playing Manic Miner, and he was on our 

side. The trendy vicar had a clipped beard and wore jeans and sang folk songs about how Jesus 

was our friend, and gave awkward, vernacular sermons in which biblical stories were 

interspersed with references to EastEnders or Dallas or Michael Jackson songs. Despite his good 

intentions, the trendy vicar was much worse than the stuffy vicar. At least the Victorian sermons 

were in some way otherworldly, as religion should be. If it was pop culture we wanted, and we 

did, we were better off sticking with the real thing, which was to say the thing without any Jesus 

in it.” 

 

Rebellion against God sounds like a rather harsh judgment.  We prefer pop culture and video 

games—preachers aren’t all that exciting.  How is this rebellion?  Christian faith is routinely  

dismissed as stuffy, outdated, and out of touch.  But it is often a caricature of Christian faith that 

is dismissed.  We are familiar with certain aspects of the story having heard it at a wedding or 

funeral or maybe even in a school.  It is akin to the presumed familiarity the people in Nazareth 

have with Jesus—he’s just the carpenter from an inconsequential family.  And Jesus was amazed 

at their unbelief.  Is it possible, as Mark insists, that they were ignoring the Son of God who had 

come among them to bring the good news of the Kingdom of God?   

 

And there is this other possibility that those who have grown up in church can know the stories  

yet remain distant from the One whom the stories lead us to embrace.  I have found, in the 

scholarship of Biblical studies, that I can learn of the intricacies of a text of scripture and yet that 

doesn’t necessarily bring me closer to Him. The people in Nazareth knew all about Jesus—or so 

they thought.  In calling him Mary’s son they may be referring to the questions of legitimacy that 

surrounded Jesus’ birth.  But do they know him?    

 

Paul Kingsford, after committing his life to Jesus Christ, reflects back on his experience of those 

vicars.  He writes, “It turns out that both the stuffy vicars and the trendy vicars were onto 

something: The Cross holds the key to everything. The sacrifice is all the teaching. I am a new 

and green pupil. I can talk for hours, but ideas will become idols in the blink of an eye. I have to 

pick up my cross and start walking.”  A truth I would surrender to. 

 

2.  What we see next in Mark’s gospel is Jesus sending out his disciples to proclaim the good 

news of repentance; even though we have turned away from God, the kingdom of God is 

breaking into the kingdoms of this world in Jesus Christ and he is calling us to turn around, to 

turn back to him.  I notice that Jesus is not discouraged by the unbelief of the people of his 

hometown.  James and Judas, named as brothers of Jesus, will eventually believe in him and 

become leaders in the Jerusalem church.  Unbelief in not necessarily permanent.   

 

We too have been sent by Jesus as his followers to make this good news of God’s great love for a 

rebellious people known.  Whether our witness is stuffy or trendy we do our best to make known 

the name of Jesus.  It is not surprising that the message doesn’t seem to penetrate in a world 
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turned away from God.  This is not new.  The prophet Ezekiel, in the fourth century BC, was told 

by God, “I am sending you to them, and you shall say to them, ‘Thus says the Lord God.’ 

Whether they hear or refuse to hear (for they are a rebellious house), they shall know that there 

has been a prophet among them.”  When Jesus said that “Prophets are not without honour, except 

in their home town, and among their own kin, and in their own house,” he was telling the people 

of Nazareth, who were familiar with Bible stories of God’s prophets like Ezekiel being ignored,  

that a prophet of God was among them. 

 

In the Corinthian church some leaders were saying that the Apostle Paul wasn’t a real apostle.  

This is why Paul is speaking about this experience of Jesus he had on the road to Damascus; was 

it a vision or a dream, where was he taken in the encounter, a third heaven?, it was hard to say.  

Yet Paul will not boast of such things—it is sufficient for him to point to Jesus Christ.  His 

personal experience, though profound, isn’t the story.  Jesus Christ is the story and our 

engagement with him is included in his story.   

 

I remind us of what we have noted before, Jesus said that when he was lifted up (cross) he would 

draw all manner of people to himself.  Jesus is drawing people to himself.  Another image of our 

Lord’s pursuit is the one Francis Thompson used in his poem The Hound of Heaven: “From 

those strong feet that followed, followed after/ But with unhurrying chase and unperturbed pace,/ 

Deliberate speed, majestic instancy,/ They beat, and a Voice beat,/More instant than the feet: / 
All things betray thee who betrayest me.  Or like C.S. Lewis spoke of “the steady, unrelenting 

approach of Him whom I so earnestly desired not to meet.” 

 

Paul Kingsford says that it was while at a concert at his son’s music school that he was 

overwhelmed, “Everything was unchanged, and everything was new, and I knew what had 

happened and who had done it, and I knew that it was too late. I had just become a Christian.” 

 

Kingsford went on to say, “I am not a joiner, but I accepted, eventually, that I would need a 

church. I went looking, and I found one, as usual, in the last place I expected. This January 

(2021), on the feast of Theophany, I was baptized in the freezing waters of the River Shannon, 

on a day of frost and sun, into the Romanian Orthodox Church. In Orthodoxy I had found the 

answers I had sought, in the one place I never thought to look. I found a Christianity that had 

retained its ancient heart—a faith with living saints and a central ritual of deep and inexplicable 

power. I found a faith that, unlike the one I had seen as a boy, was not a dusty moral template but 

a mystical path, an ancient and rooted thing, pointing to a world in which the divine is not absent 

but everywhere present, …. The story I had heard a thousand times turned out to be a story I had 

never heard at all.” 

 

Every believer comes to faith because Jesus Christ has penetrated our unbelief.  It was a constant 

refrain in Jesus’ preaching, “Let anyone with ears to hear listen!”   


